韓国調査 調査設問表

* KCOC に対する基本質問リスト *

1. KCOC is one of the most active actors regarding the issues of CSO development effectiveness. Where does the motivation come from and how do you see the importance of the IP?

2. What kind of efforts have/will you made/make so far to promote the IP among Korean CSOs?

3. What are the major challenges for KCOC in promoting the IP and how do you tackle the challenges?

4. What is the percentage of CSOs that recognize the IP among your member organizations? To what extent do they understand the importance and value of the IP? Do you think your efforts contributed to raising awareness of the issues of development effectiveness?

5. Which principles do you think are the most unfamiliar for Korean NGOs? Will/have you prioritize(d) the principles to work on?

6. How do/will you use the implementation toolkit developed by Open Forum? Are you planning to create your own tool to promote the implementation?

7. How do you evaluate the current situation of enabling environment in Korea? What kind of efforts have you been making to improve enabling environment? How do you approach the government and related organizations?

8. Do you have dialogues with government/authorities concerned to follow up the Busan HLF?

* KoFID に対する基本質問リスト *

1. KoFID is one of the most active actors regarding the issues of CSO development effectiveness. Where does the motivation come from and how do you see the importance of the IP?

2. What kind of efforts have/will you made/make so far to promote the IP among Korean CSOs?

3. What are the major challenges for KoFID in promoting the IP and how do you tackle the challenges?

4. What is the percentage of CSOs that recognize the IP among your member organizations?
To what extent do they understand the importance and value of the IP? Do you think your efforts contributed to raising awareness of the issues of development effectiveness?

5. Which principles do you think are the most unfamiliar for Korean NGOs? Will/have you prioritize(d) the principles to work on?

6. How do/will you use the implementation toolkit developed by Open Forum? Are you planning to create your own tool to promote the implementation?

7. How do you evaluate the current situation of enabling environment in Korea? What kind of efforts have you been making to improve enabling environment? How do you approach the government and related organizations?

8. Do you have dialogues with government/authorities concerned to follow up the Busan HLF?

*KOICA に対する基本質問リスト*

1. Korean government is one of the few governments that have endorsed the Istanbul Principles.
   - Tell us how the process of endorsement went.
   - Any difficulties you faced to reach the decision?
   - What was the biggest motivation to endorse the IP?

2. What do you think the meaning of “endorsing the Istanbul Principles” for governments? What are the responsibilities of the governments endorsed the IP?

3. How do you see/evaluate the CSOs’ global efforts to enhance development effectiveness?

4. How will/does KOICA support CSO enabling environment? (both in/outside Korea)

5. Is there any plan to encompass the elements of the IP in the criteria of screening process or evaluation of CSO projects?

6. How will/does KOICA follow up the Busan HLF?
   - Have you/Will you create(d) action plan as KOICA regarding implementation of the Busan Partnership for Effective Development Co-operation?